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Hello listeners, today I’m delighted to have

with me Louise Brooker. She runs her own

cake decorating business and she also

teaches and she’s a cake consultant for one

of the large cake decorating equipment

wholesalers and retailers – hello Louise!

Hello Karen

Can you tell me a bit about your

background?

Yes at 18 which was 22 years ago I was

actually Jane Asher’s apprentice in her

party cake shop in Chelsea and we were

really the cake makers to royalty, to

celebrities and the Chelsea set and 22

years ago we were the only ones out there

doing that sort of thing. I learnt my trade

with the best people. I set up my own

business about 10 years ago making cakes

and I’ve worked for Cake Craft World as a

consultant to them for about 3 years. I

write their monthly newsletter which goes

out to about 65,000 people. I deal with

their PR and I keep an eye on market

trends, competition awareness etc. 

Okay, brilliant. So the question I wanted to

ask you today Louise  I want you to

imagine that you’re a beginner so you have

to go back many years and that you’ve

been given £100 to spend on your cake

business – you can buy cake equipment. I

want you to recommend to the listeners

what are the best buys because there’s a

huge amount of difference out there, I

know myself when I was doing my cake

decorating I bought loads and loads of bits

that I might have only used once and

actually spent a huge amount of money.

But what would you recommend as a

starter for equipment?

What necessary basics should I buy 
if I had £100 to spend?

Well actually Karen, when I started

teaching I had to go right back to basics

because at my beginner cake decorating

class that’s what we do, we literally go right

back because some people have never

baked a cake in their lives. The first thing

that I would be buying are decent tins.

Because obviously you have to have a

decent tin in order to bake a decent cake.

Do you want me to make suggestions of

makes or are you quite happy with just that?

I’m quite happy with just tins.

Okay, well decent tins is a good one.

Are there sizes, for instance that people ask

for more frequently?

I would say that 90% of wedding cakes for

example are round these days. It’s a fashion

really, I think round wedding cakes are in

fashion these days and I would be buying a 6,

8, 10 and 12 inch round. You can sometimes

get those on special offer in a set – I wouldn’t

bother with buying a 4 inch round to be

honest. We have dummies these days,

polystyrene dummies – if you’ve got a 4 inch

round on the top I’d be using a dummy

because it’s very difficult to make a perfectly

shaped tiny little cake like that so I’d be going

for the 6, 8, 10 and 12 inch round.

The second thing that I’d buy is a cake

leveller. A cake leveller is almost like a cheese

wire looking gadget that you use to make

sure that your cake is evenly cut, so when

you cut your cake either once or twice to

put your butter cream in, it takes away the

whole shaving off a little bit, oh no that’s

wrong, shaving off a little bit oh no that’s

wrong – once you’ve got it level you’ve got

something about as deep as a shortbread. So

a cake leveller is a really good investments

to get really good level cakes. 

And then good palette knives, good quality

palette knives to make sure your butter

cream is spread properly and that you mask

the butter cream around your cake well –
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don’t use just a normal knife it doesn’t

work, you need to get a palette knife. 

An icing sugar shaker, believe it or not is

very. very important, you need to have a

nice light, dusting of icing sugar when you

start rolling out your icing, it’s no good

picking it up and dusting it on the side

because you will get lumps and bumps and

craters in your icing. 

Probably one of the most important thing

is a rolling pin really – if I was buying my

first rolling pin and I didn’t have another

one I would buy the biggest one I could.

The biggest one really that’s on the market

is a 24 inch rolling pin. It is an investment,

you’ll probably spent about £20 on it but

the thing is, if you buy a small rolling pin

like a 12 inch one, once you start making

wedding cakes etc. and you really need to

be rolling something out to the diameters

of 17 inches or something, it’s absolutely

no good for you. It’s also much easier to

get an even roll if you’re using a long rolling

pin, buy one of those at 24 inches long. 

Another thing I’d buy is smoothers – you

need smoothers in order to get that

perfect glass-like finish. Most people would

use one smoother and use their hand for

the other side, I was never taught that way

I was always taught to use 2 smoothers.

Once you’ve got your icing on your cake,

no human contact because human contact

brings heat and heat brings lumps and

bumps in icing. So when you’re doing your

smoothing I would always use 2 smoothers

– it takes a little bit of practice but you

always want to be using 2 smoothers. 

I can see you doing a demonstration!

So that’s it really, that’s when you’re doing

your cake. Nice to haves would be colours

but we’re going to talk about colours a

little bit later but the basic decoration

cutters I’d be buying are blossom plunger

cutters: you can use them for any amounts

of things. You can get them in many different

sizes, 4 different sizes I think they come in

and they’re fantastic. Also probably the

butterfly plunger cutters as well: when

you’ve got a set of flower cutters and a set

of butterfly cutters really you can make any

sort of pretty cake with those. 

Also I would be buying a set of piping tubes

for later on if you’re going to start doing

some piping.

Obviously if you go on to modelling, if I was

going to buy one tool it would probably be

a bone tool which looks like a bone but it’s

probably the handiest tool that you’re going

to use. 

And obviously some edible glue and paint

brushes, 22 years ago there wasn’t any

edible glue really we had to use water or we

use to put a bit of sugar on etc. but if you

are attaching things to the sides of cakes,

edible glue is invaluable so for the small

investment of about £1.50 I think buy edible

glue and buy a decent paint brush – you get

what you pay for with paint brushes, buy a

decent stable paint brush and it will last you,

I’m not going to say a lifetime but it will last

you a lot longer than a cheap one. 

Else the hairs will drop out.

And a little tip for paint brushes with

wooden handles – don’t leave them soaking

in water in your washing up bowl because

they will rot and break so with

paintbrushes, wash and dry straight away

and they will last you forever,

Let me just ask you about the palette knife

– just personal preference with you, do you

like the cranked one or the flat one?

Which is better 
-  a cranked or flat palette knife ?

Whatever I can lay my hands on first! It

really doesn’t make any difference to me; I
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see lots of people on the television and

YouTube etc. using cranked ones – they

seem to get in the way a bit. I think cranked

palette knives, when you’re trying to get

your icing all nice and smooth, whether

you’ve got it the right way round or not is

just something else to think about. One

thing I would say is I’d buy a large one

rather than a small one – large ones are

just easier to control and when you’re

putting your butter cream around the sides

of your cake, if you’ve got an extra deep

cake which is the fashion at the moment,

the small 4 inch palette knives or 6 inch

palette knives are not big enough so buy

yourself a decent sized one. 

Now listeners we’re talking about butter

cream on before we put fondant over

the top.

Yes, masking – I call it masking but you’ll

hear dirty icing, crumb coating all that sort

of thing.

Because a lot of the American cakes are

literally the butter cream without the

fondant over the top, is there anything that

you sell which levels off butter cream for a

finish where that’s the outside?

No what I would suggest you do is that

you would crumb coat your cake as if you

were putting sugar paste on it and then

stick it in the fridge for 20 minutes so it’s

hardened and not chilled inside the

sponge but just hardened on the outside

of the butter cream. And then put an

extra thick layer of butter cream around

the outside in exactly the same way, and

then I would use a royal icing side scraper

and a turntable.

We didn’t talk about turntables.

No but if I had £100 I wouldn’t buy a

turntable – we’ll talk about turntables later

but you don’t need a turntable when you’re

starting out. 

Fabulous, so that’s great for your start up.

Imagine we’ve gone on a little bit so

somebody has a passion now for making

novelty cakes – they’re designing the cakes

themselves. So for a more intermediate

talent, assuming they’ve now acquired all

the purchases that you’ve suggested. Now

going up a level what would you suggest as

we progress on with our craft?

What equipment do I need at an
intermediate level?

A turntable funnily enough - when you start

to sculpt and carve cakes, being able to turn

your cake becomes more important. Don’t

buy a tilting one, I’ve got a tilting turntable

and I don’t think I’ve ever used it in my life

to be honest. Don’t waste your money on

a tilting turntable but buy the biggest

turntable you can – that’s what I would

suggest because obviously you’ve got more

stability with that.

You’re talking about intermediate but I’m

actually going to go back to basics when

we’re talking about novelty cakes because

the most important thing when you are

carving cakes is that you have a decent

knife. So a vegetable knife or a pairing knife,

I don’t know if I can mention but Marks and

Spencers vegetable knife, I have about 5 of

them and they are perfect, they are brilliant.

You have to have a decent knife to carve

with and a decent knife sharpener as well,

I’ve got one that sticks on to the side of my

work top so I don’t have to use the two

hands you can just sharpen it from the side.

When we’re dealing with novelty cakes you

have to have lots of room in your fridge or

freezer because the secret to really good

carving a novelty cake is to either freeze

your sponge beforehand or to make it really

cold so that your carving is much more

accurate and much easier. It’s much easier

to carve a frozen cake than it is to carve a

crumble fresh cake. This might sound

terrible and don’t tell your clients but don’t
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use too fresh a cake when you’re making

novelty cakes – bake it and leave it for a

good day and on the second day do your

carving. It will be fine; all you need to do is

add some sugar syrup. If you add sugar

syrup to your cake which basically is a

boiled mixture of 250g sugar to 250g of

water so whatever your sugar, same

amount water, cut up an orange or a lemon

or something like that and put it with it and

boil it up until it’s all melted and all

dissolved and using a pastry brush just dap

the syrup into each layer of your cake and

it will keep it moist.

Okay interesting.

It’s a good insider kitchen technique but

we used to use it a lot, it will keep your

cake nice and moist and I’ve noticed in new

books, Peggy Porschen, Mitch Turner, those

sorts of high profile people always talk

about using a sugar syrup so they’re

obviously going down the same route that

we used to in the kitchen which was try

and elongate the life of your cake. 

That’s interesting because I did get a query

on my website that I made this cake and

it’s dry, what can I do with it? I’m guessing

once it’s dry you can’t do that but in order

to keep the moisture in…

Yes a good old dab with a pastry brush

with sugar syrup and that sugar syrup kept

in the fridge in an air tight container will

keep up to a week so don’t make too much

of it but in batches it’s quite good – put it

in your cupcakes as well.

There you go listeners, make a note. So

what else would you like for the

intermediate?

The last thing, I wouldn’t go for any

particular tool, obviously I would probably

buy a few more tools as in modelling tools

if I was doing some novelty cakes. I like this

smiley tool, I can’t remember what it’s

actually called but it’s a half moon shape

that looks like a smile on the end, I love that

it makes happy faces, sad faces, eyebrows,

fat cheeks on babies – whichever way you

use it it’s brilliant. And the other side of it is

a stitching tool which you can use for

stitching on teddy bears, very good tool. So

I would be buying more tools probably. 

Another really good tip is when you start

getting into sculpt shaped cakes, butter

cream is fine but it’s not as good as a

ganache butter cream, I would start learning

how to make ganache butter cream

because it makes the covering of your

novelty cake so much easier. Ganache

butter cream basically is boiled cream and

then you add your butter cream to it then

you leave it to go to room temperature, it

keeps for a lot longer than butter cream

because it’s pasteurised – it’s got boiled

cream in it. We’ve done all that taking away

any bacteria and it will keep in the fridge for

up to 10 days and you can bring it back

down to room temperature, you can stick

it in the microwave for blasts and things like

that. What it does is it’s completely smooth,

you don’t have any grittiness that you might

have with your butter cream, it’s completely

smooth and when it sets it sets hard so that

if you actually mask or crumb coat your

novelty cake, say for example we’re doing a

skull shape, if you sculpt your skull and put

your ganache butter cream over the top

and then wet your hand with a little bit of

warm water, just run your fingertips over

your ganache butter ream so there aren’t

any sharp edges and it’s completely smooth.

Leave it just to set and you can cover your

cake and it will cover absolutely beautifully

whereas you can’t do that with butter

cream. Debbie Brown, very famous novelty

cake decorator will tell you to use ganache

butter cream purely for that reason. I hope

that makes sense.

That does make sense, totally and I’m so

glad we’ve gone through it.
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Use ganache butter cream honestly it’s so

better and tastes better than butter cream. 

So Google that, listeners and you can find

out how to do that and make your cakes

smooth, fabulous. So, anything else for the

intermediates? 

I don’t think so, the problem with

intermediate is you can go in so many

different directions you can start getting

really intricate moulds, you can start going

down a sugar flower route, you can start

going down a novelty route, the list is

endless we could have 10 different talks on

each different area.

That would be nice, thank you Louise,

thank you for your offer, that would be

hours of endless fun!  So another question

then, when you go into the cake

warehouses and shops, there’s an

absolutely massive selection of colours to

colour sugar paste with or to colour

butter cream with or to put on flower as

flower dust, what would be the most useful

if you could just buy a few, not the whole

range because obviously they’ve got a shelf

life – if you were going to use a colour to

add to fondant for example have you got

any favourites?

What would be a good selection of
colours to buy first?

Karen, I feel sorry for beginners because

I’m confused with the amount of colours

and what they do on the market these days

so goodness knows what beginners think.

Keep it simple, until you are confident

enough to start playing around with

different colours etc. keep it simple. Don’t

colour deep and dark colours, buy them

ready coloured. Don’t start try colouring

black out of white regal ice it’s just not

worth it you can buy black regal ice – buy

black, buy navy and buy bright red.

Otherwise you would end up with

coloured hands.

Coloured hands but it would also cost

money in white sugar paste + sugar paste

and it would actually cost you less to buy

it ready made so don’t colour deep and

dark colours, buy them. Cake Craft World

actually do a starter set of 10 – I think it’s

about £20 or something which is actually

really cheap. They do a set of 10 but you

don’t actually need 10, if you’re setting up

a business then you do need the whole set

of 10 probably. If I was going to buy 5, my

first one would be liquorice black, now I’m

going to talk about 2 different makes of

colours here. We buy paste colour, we

don’t buy liquid colour we buy paste. That

sort of red and green bottle of liquid stuff

that you buy on the top shelf of Sainsbury’s

should be banned; I don’t even know what

anybody uses it for other than colouring

water to be honest. Don’t use liquid colour

it will change the consistency of your sugar

paste and it will be sticky and very hard to

work with – we use paste colour. It will

come out like a paste. Liquorice black I’m

telling you to buy because obviously you

can make grey out of it but also it’s good

for painting eyes and just painting features

and things like that. You can buy edible pens

but why buy edible pens when at the same

time you can just buy a pot of liquorice

black - liquorice black made by Sugarflair.

The next one I’d buy is gooseberry –

sounds like a bit of an odd one to buy,

gooseberry is made by Sugarflair and

gooseberry is a very, well it’s gooseberry

colour but it’s not a cartoony sort of green

it’s a very, very natural green so if I’m

painting ivy on my cake or I’m doing some

grass and I want it to look very natural

with my sugar flowers I would use

gooseberry as it’s the most natural.

The other green I call Kermit green –

the colour of Kermit frog so it’s softer

than that?
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Yes it’s softer than that. Baby blue, I’d buy

baby blue it’s Sugarflair as well. That’s your

normal sky blue, you can find ice blue

which will be a turquoise, you can get

things like blue grass which is the very

fashionable turquoise, Tiffany blue sort of

look but let’s just stick with baby blue, baby

blue is going to give you sky blue. Titchy

teeny weeny little bit for boys’ christening

cakes right up to bright blue for Toy Story

– baby blue is very good. Now I’m going to

switch brands and I’m going to go to

Squires Kitchen and I’m going to say rose.

Rose is the prettiest pink that I use, rose

it’s lovely because it’s a paste but it’s very

smooth, almost like a gel actually. Squires

Kitchens are like gel, they’re really nice. A

tiny little bit will give you the palest pink

right up to bubblegum pink with rose. The

other one is vine which is the opposite to

gooseberry, vine is your good old fashioned

luminous green so when you’re making

your childrens cakes and you want a nice

bright green grass or something like that

then vine hits the spot.

And is that a Squires Kitchen one? 

Yes Squires Kitchen, so they’d be my

colours that I’d be buying. 

Thank you very much that’s really helpful.

So let’s assume now that we’re branching

out – we’ve got really good with our talent

now and we’re branching out down the

route of wedding cakes at the more

advanced level – starting to make some

money hopefully now.

Yes, absolutely – that’s if you’ve got your

pricing right. 

So wedding cakes, what specifics do you

think would be really useful at an advanced

level to purchase?

What equipment do I need at an
advanced level of wedding cake
decoration?

Okay, I would say 9 times out of 10 you’d

need to be getting yourself on some sort of

tutorial or something on sugar flowers

because most wedding cakes are flowers. 

And I’d get yourself good moulds as well

because moulds are a very easy and cost

effective way of decorating a wedding cake

using the least amount of time. When you’re

making wedding cakes you automatically

assume that you’re on a commercial level so

you’re going to get maximum impact using

the shortest amount of time because that’s

going to earn you the most amount of

money so you have these beautiful lace

moulds these days and they’re really simple

to use but they need practice and you need

to be using the right product with it. If you’re

trying to use a really intricate mould with

sugar paste, forget it – you have to be using

at least a modelling paste if not a modelling

paste mixed with a florist paste so moulds

are easy if you use the right ingredients and

you know what you’re doing. 

The main important thing when you’re

tiering your cakes, when you’re stacking

your cakes is a spirit level – you need to

make sure your cakes are level. I use a very

expensive spirit level which was 99p from

Tesco!  You can buy them in their very small

home-ware section, just a little spirit level.

Really you want a little plastic one, you

don’t want a metal one like that builders

use because you don’t want to be weighing

down your cake but you really need to

make sure that each tier that you’re

covering needs to be absolutely dead

straight because it might not matter if

you’re doing a one tier cake but once you

get up to 4 tiers, it’s going to start leaning. 

Plastic dowels, you need to get yourself

friendly with plastic dowels and how to

stack a cake properly. Plastic dowels, I get

asked all the time – how do you cut your
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plastic dowels? I did used to use a serrated

knife and I use to have a serrated knife I

used until actually somebody a friend of

mine threw me a pair of floristry scissors

and said “here try these” fantastic, floristry

scissors are a good investment – you know

the scissors that you cut roses with and

things like that, they’ve got a serrated bit

right in the crease so they’re really good I

like using those. 

Marzipan spacers become very important

when you’re doing wedding cakes because

you have to have your icing completely

level – marzipan spacers can either be

bought as 2 long sticks that you roll your

rolling pin over to ensure, or actually even

better, a little gadget, they’re little rubber

bands that you put over your rolling pins

so you don’t have to worry about whether

your spacers are moving because they’re

just on the end so have a look for those

because I think they’re really good. 

And last but not least, if you’re making

wedding cakes you have to have a good

order pad which I think Karen

MacFadyen can help you with!   A good

order pad – make sure that when you’re

doing your wedding cakes that you have

every single little piece of information

because there’s nothing worse than

making a cake and then suddenly you’ve

got a vital piece of information you forgot

to ask them. So make sure that you’ve got

all of your information down once you’ve

taken an order. 

Fabulous, Louise. I’ve seen at the Sugar

Craft show these texturing pins, what’s

your opinion of those?

Tell me about the use of 
textured rolling pins?

Love them! They’re really good.

Expensive? 

They’re really good, they’re really expensive

but they’re really good. The only problem

with them is that it’s very hard to cover a

cake with them because obviously you can’t

really touch the cake very much because

obviously it’s textured so you can’t use a

smoother on it because the whole point of

a smoother is that you’re trying to smooth

out your icing.

And then you’ve got rid of the embossing?

Absolutely, so they’re very good for

cupcakes because you can roll it out then

cut out the top of your cupcake. They’re

very good covering your cake board as a

base. They’re also brilliant if you roll your

Mexican paste really thin, you can use them

as a drape, like a material drape coming

down the side of the cake. But as a rule

make sure you’ve got a bit of Mexican paste

in your sugar paste because that makes the

embossing much better – it will stop it

going out of shape much better.

Brilliant tip. I’m guessing you might get more

crimpers would you?

Would you recommend 
the use of crimpers?

Yes, crimpers are actually very underused

these days I think because we’re all for the

sort of plain cakes which seem to be the

fashion. I like to crimp my boards, I think

crimping boards looks lovely, I go through

phases – I try something and I think that’s

nice then I do it on everything. At the

moment I’m crimping and I’m inserting a

little pearl sugar ball between each of the

crimps and it makes it look really

glamorous and studs it. It looks really

lovely, I did it on a Tiffany coloured cake the

other day and crimped it with hearts and

studded it with sort of blush pearls and it

was very glamorous.

Okay, so I’ve asked you about a texture
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rolling pin, the other thing I had on my

list was a cake tester – do you use one

of those?

Do you use a cake tester?

No, I use a knife. I use a sharp thin knife –

no I wouldn’t use a cake tester.

It probably wasn’t a cake tester it probably

actually was what you put on a barbeque –

a skewer. 

More important than that is an oven

thermometer because you need to make

sure that your oven is baking at the

temperature that it says it is because my

oven doesn’t, I have to bake at 10 degrees

higher than advertised because my oven

bakes at 10 degrees cooler than it says it

does. When the little light goes off and says

“I’m at 180 degrees” don’t believe it! Go

to Robert Dyas or one of these shops and

for £3 you can buy an oven thermometer

and honestly you’ll have great fun. 

Another thing as well is when you buy

your spirit level, do yourself a favour and

just put it on the top of your oven

because when I moved into my new

house I had this beautiful oven and for the

first 3 months I was baking very uneven

cakes until I realised that my floor wasn’t

even. So I put the spirit level on and when

the bubble went all the way down to the

left, I had to get someone to build up one

side of it and then suddenly my cakes

became even. It sounds stupid but there

will be lots of people out there going “oh

that makes sense!”

An “aha!” moment. So if we go quickly on

to sugar flowers and cutters are there any

absolute favourites? I know that you can

spend a complete fortune on cutters for

sugar flowers so any favourites?

What would be the best cutters 
to buy first?

Well necessities: you need a non-stick board

and you need a foam pad. A foam pad is for

when you’re fluting petals. I’m not going to

do a step-by-step on here, hopefully if you’re

making sugar flowers this will make sense

for you. But when you roll out your florist

paste on your non-stick board don’t do it

with your 24 inch rolling pin, do it with a tiny

little one. If I was buying my first cutter set

I would buy a 5 petal rose cutter. You can

buy them in all different sizes, obviously you

can make roses with them but what you do

is you can make fantasy flowers with them

– you can layer them up, make each layer in

different colours or different intensities –

really good cutter to have – 5 petal rose

cutter set. You need a ball tool because

obviously you need to flute the edges of

your petals, make sure you do it on your

foam board and I’d probably be buying some

polystyrene formers as well. Sometimes

when making very big flowers and I need to

form them I’ll crunch up some foil to make

the formers but you can’t beat the

polystyrene formers you can buy, I don’t

think they’re very much money I think

they’re £4 or something. So they’re the

things I’d be buying for sugar flowers but as

you say Karen, you can go on forever.

Because then you’ve got all the different

weights, gauges and wires.

It’s real shame because wired flowers seem

to have died a death a little bit: Peggy

Porschens and Mitch Turners of this world

are just royal icing their flowers to the side

of the cake. Let’s hope one day it comes

back because it’s a really lovely thing to do.

Talking about royal icing, does anybody do

runouts nowadays?
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Does anybody do runouts these days?

Funny you should say that, I’ve got some

lying in my workshop right now. It depends

really, if you’ve got your young bride that’s

looking at all the fashionable wedding cakes

at the moment, then no not really. Runouts

have turned into flowers and butterflies, 3

dimensional butterflies but listen, it’s what

happens in fashion – what goes around

comes around. It will be back, royal iced

cakes will be back so you better get on your

courses and relearn how to royal ice cakes!

I remember my biggest bug bear was royal

iced collards – who on earth wants this

collar sticking out?

We’ve had plain wedding cakes for so many

years now, we’ve done about 4 years of

them but now we’ve gone very ruffly and

very frilly, as soon as we go right back to

plain then we come right back to frilly

again and all of my cakes are designed on

wedding dresses, that’s where we start. It

starts at London fashion week, the wedding

dresses and all the designs come there and

everything’s lacy and frilly. 

And the beautiful lace, I’m guessing you can

ask the bride for a swatch of the lace.

So many ways to do lace – you can do lace

through mould, lace through brush

embroidery – all sorts of ways you can put

lace on a cake. 

I did notice that with the runouts, there is

this fashion for the cookies that take

forever to make – how those are ever cost

effective but they’re gorgeous. Some

people sharing on my Facebook page are

just doing the most incredible art on these

tiny little cookies. 

I was lucky enough to go on a Peggy

Porschen cookie master class, I did a write

up for her and it’s just amazing the intricacy

of it. The thing about cookies are it’s only

worth your while if you’re making 50 at a

time, then it is worth it because you can

make up all your royal icing, you can make

everything up and you can do them all at

once but if you’re only doing 6…

Unless you just love making them… So

have you got any other favourite equipment

that is super useful we’ve missed out on

that you could recommend?

What is the best equipment for mixing?

I’ve got loads of things but the one thing I

must say, if you are going to make cakes for

a living you have to have a Kenwood Chef.

So before you spend all your money doing

this, that and the other you have to get your

cakes right. And in order to get your cakes

right you really do have to mix them

properly, you have to get the air in the

butter and sugar and go right back to basics

here – if your cakes aren’t right inside then

no matter how beautifully they’re

decorated you won’t be getting any repeat

orders. I’ve seen them as £175 as cheap as

that, I think mine was £450 or something

but I wanted a pretty one to match my

kitchen. So I would buy a Kenwood Chef

rather than a Kitchen Aid – Kitchen Aids

look beautiful but as far as I’m concerned I

use it day in and day out and it’s got too

many knobs and gadgets for my liking that

get butter and sugar all in and there’s too

many bits to clean. So even though the

Kitchen Aid looks lovely I would buy a

Kenwood Chef every time. I replaced my

Kenwood Chef last July and I had it for my

18th birthday so it lasted me 21 years and

it’s still in the garage, the only reason I put

it away was because it looked so revolting.

So it’s a good investment, 21 years my first

Kenwood Chef lasted.

Yes and you think how many cakes…

Yes, how many cakes I’ve made with it. So it
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might sounds like a lot of money to lay out

but it’s a good investment. 

Okay so my last question is have you got

any magazines or tutorials that you favour? 

What magazines and tutorials 
do you like?

I spend my life looking at magazines and

chasing people and looking at what they’re

up to. You’ve got your normal ones, I love

Wedding Cakes Magazine by Design

Source, if you’re looking at wedding cakes

it’s the best magazine really. It’s £4.99 and I

think it comes out 4 times a year. Cakes

and Sugarcraft Magazine, a brilliant

magazine and the normal Cake Craft

Magazine is brilliant as well. But obviously

they cost money and really there are lots

of freebies out there. Blogs really are the

thing, try and get on as many blogs as you

can. I’ve got my favourite blogs, I love April

Carter’s Rhubarb and Rose – it’s a brilliant

blog. She’s basically blogging on other

people’s blogs, she sort of summarises

other people’s blogs and if you actually

really like what she’s saying about one of

them then you can go on to that. Jo’s Blue

Aga, that’s a blog – Jo is the lady that won

the Great British Bake Off last year, she’s

so down to earth – if you’re looking for a

good old recipe, really good I like reading

her blogs because she’s all about juggling

writing a book with being famous and

actually just a person really. Cupcakes Take

the Cake – if you’re looking for new ideas

on cupcakes, Cupcakes Take the Cake is

brilliant. Just like Bakerella for cake pops.

Bakerella was the original – she basically

had some crumbs and some butter cream

and she made a cake pop and she’s now

got shops all over America, there’s a cake

pop toy that’s in Toys ‘R’ Us, she’s just gone

mental. And Half Baked, Half Baked is a

tongue in cheek cake blog – it’s brilliant. So

get on the blogs. Also YouTube, Sue

McMahon, she’s the cookery editor of

Woman’s Weekly, Sue really was the lady

that taught me all I know, she worked at

Jane Asher when I was there. Now she does

all the cake decorating YouTube videos for

Good to Know: goodtoknow.co.uk is a very

good community cooking website so if you

go on YouTube and look at Sue McMahon,

she’s a very down to earth person, she

knows what to do and she’s been doing this

for a long time. She’s got one of those

awards that only about 5 people in the

country have got. She’s just a lovely lady so

have a look at that. Don’t get too confused

about YouTube videos, they call the same

thing 10 different names – fondant, icing,

sugar paste, Mexican paste – really difficult

-  just try and keep it simple. 

Yes, absolutely brilliant. So is there anything

else that you’d like to add?

Not really, just good luck and there has

never been so much help out there. Along

with your website etc. Karen, it’s just

fantastic that people can become such good

cake decorators online just with tutorials

and things like that it’s just fantastic. 

I’ve been looking at the standard of cake

decorators and been astonished at some of

the incredible art that I share on my

Facebook pages.

It’s fascinating. 

Some of the girls have admitted that they’ve

been to Art College and what we didn’t

discuss was air brushing – do you use it? 

I’ve never quite dipped into air brushing

because it’s something that takes a little bit

of time and that’s what I haven’t got much

of. I do like air brushing, it’s lovely. The one

thing that I have and it’s only because I

learnt 22 years ago, if we were making a

cake with cherubs around the side, we took

a lump of icing and we took a tool and we

carved that bit of icing into a cherub. Now
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you go and buy a mould.

I know, it’s cheating!

It is cheating, so there should be good

cakes out there because it’s so much easier

to do these days.

I know, when I went to the cake exhibition

at Excel recently, bearing in mind I learnt

20 years ago as well, it’s a bit like patch

work now because you buy these cutters

and you stick bits on whereas we had to

learn how to make floating icing and bits

sticking off it. We had to learn the old

fashioned way. It is easier, however you

have to have an idea about your colour

combinations and I have to say I did art all

the way up to my A Levels and it was only

when I did my City and Guilds that I

actually learnt about the colour wheel and

the colour combinations and I couldn’t

believe I’d actually gone all the way up to

that level at school with art and nobody

taught me about colour, opposing colours.

You have to get your colours right.

Yes you do and when I’m teaching my

classes I say you come here and I will teach

you the techniques but what I can’t teach

you is creativity and imagination – you have

to have that yourself. Actually the more

gadgets and the more moulds etc. you’ve

got then actually the more imagination you

do need to have because it’s almost a jigsaw

– it’s putting them all together to make one

cake but I agree with you, you have your

very well known cake decorators out there

but they’re not the best. The best are on

Facebook, they are. They are fascinating

some of the cakes I see people make

they’re absolutely amazing. If you go to any

of the exhibitions we’ve got the Cake

International, you go to those competitions

and they are just stunning. I think I’m quite

good until I go to those.

I know I felt quite depressed actually, I’ll

just teach about business help with cake

decorators. 

I think it’s brilliant we’re taking the world

by storm and all the programmes on now,

all it does is just go to feed the interest to

people, I think it’s fantastic. I’ve had lots of

people come to me who have suffered from

depression, they’ve lost somebody very

close to them etc. and the only thing that

takes any of that away is baking – baking is

a very therapeutic thing. 

Fabulous – thank you so much Louise.

We’re lucky enough to do it for a living.

Yes and the other thing with baking is it’s

such a nice industry, what you’re doing is

giving pleasure for others – you’re getting

paid to do it but you’re actually seeing

somebody walk away with a big smile on

their face because they’re absolutely

delighted with what you’ve created for them.

Absolutely and I don’t take lightly the fact

that if I’m making, and next week I’m making

a 100th birthday cake, this is something so

special, they’ve saved up and they’ve

thought about it for, let’s face it, the last 5

years, since the person turned 95 they’re

thinking “I’m going to get to 100” and I

don’t take that lightly, it is very special to

them. Especially a wedding cake, when

you’ve got somebody’s special day in the

palm of your hands you have to look after

it and treat it gently.

Well there you go Louise, I could interview

you for ages and I think I will book in for

some more interviews because it’s so

interesting. So thank you very much Louise

Brooker. Let me remind you, she runs her

own cake decorating business, she teaches

courses too so have a look for her. She’s at

louisemakescakes.com and she’s also a cake

consultant for Cake Craft World so thank

you very much Louise, brilliant,

Thank you. 
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